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Background & context

• Government consultations:

– Encouraging Company Rescue (2009)

– Proposals for a Restructuring Moratorium (2010)

• A policy shift towards CVAs ‘with moratorium’

• But little empirical evidence of how CVAs 
under s.1 or s.1A/Sch.A1 are working and 
whether they deliver ‘successful’ outcomes



Incidence of Insolvency Procedures: 

1987 - 2010



Our study

• Preliminary investigation of CVAs to gauge how well 
they deliver successful outcomes

• ‘Success’
– Co exits CVA; remains active => ‘solvent’ outcome

– Though NB we find some evidence of ‘successful’ CVAs 
where the CVA is a de facto winding up

• ‘Failure’
– Premature termination of CVA following non-compliance 

with terms => ‘insolvent’ outcome



Our data and what we did

• Dataset = entire population of 547 CVAs recorded as 
approved/commencing in 2006

• ‘Sweep’ of population via Companies House Direct revealed thirteen 
different outcomes or ‘exits’

• ‘Stratified’ sample of 177 CVAs (32.4%) with all thirteen outcomes 
represented in roughly similar proportions to their incidence in the entire 
population

• Data for a number of variables e.g. company size, identity of 
nominee/supervisor, outcome, duration, return to unsecured creditors 
and costs were extracted from IP reports filed at Companies House for 
each sample company



Limitations

• Of scope

– Descriptive statistics not statistical modelling

– Historical: by definition cannot capture shifts in CVA 

practice occurring since 2006

• Of data

– No requirement on nominee to file CVA proposal at Cos 

House

– Main data sources: notice to Reg of Cos of arrangement 

taking effect & supervisor progress reports/R&Ps



Thirteen different outcomes



‘Solvent’ and ‘insolvent’ outcomes



Size, type, location & sector

• 83% of sample companies were small companies, i.e. for 
purposes of what is now s.382 CA 2006

• Despite high levels of eligibility only 1% of sample companies 
entered a s.1A/Sch.A1 CVA with moratorium

• Wide geographical spread – most frequent location = London 
(12% of sample)

• Wide mix of sectors roughly representative of UK economic 
activity as a whole



Firms carrying out CVAs



Actual duration



Projected duration



Returns to unsecured creditors



Costs



Costs : duration



Analysis of CVAs by outcome

• We perform cross-sectional analysis of the 

companies in some of the thirteen ‘outcome 

categories’ to determine the % of the following in 

those categories:

– Size

– CVA type

– IP firm

– Duration

– Sector

– Return to creditors



Duration of CVAs for 

companies still active



Creditor returns in CVAs where company 

still active



Duration of CVAs where company moves 

straight to dissolution



Creditor returns in CVAs where company 

moves straight to dissolution



Summary of key findings

• CVAs are used predominantly by small companies…

• …and yet s.1A/Sch.A1 is barely used at all 

• In cases where they succeed the creditors appear to 

do very well…

• …but we cannot arrive at any predictive model of 

determinants of ‘success’ or ‘failure’ (yet)

• We find some ‘successful’ innovation in the form of  

CVL substitution…

• …but some possible abuse at the margins



Policy implications: 1

• Extension of the moratorium to large companies ?

– Small companies may not actually need it

• Simple capital structure: consensual restructuring more easily 
achieved

– Issues for large entities entirely different

• Negotiation likely to be with senior and junior secured creditors

• But does advertisement of moratorium prompt crisis 
of confidence?

– Destruction of value (with thanks to Richard Fleming)?



Policy implications 2

• ‘Failed’ CVAs (the follow-ons): Making matters 

worse for creditors?

– Facilitating wrongful trading?!

– Limited ex post scrutiny

• A regulatory question?

– Identity of supervisor/IP in follow-on procedure

• The conflict question



Policy implications 3: the dissolution cases



Policy implications 3: amplification

• The wind-down cases

– Innovation leading to efficiency and optimising 

value?

• And the rest…

– Absence of ex ante AND ex post scrutiny of 

directors

– DDA reporting in failed CVAs?



What we don’t know and 

would like to find out

– Commercial characteristics of the ‘successes’

• Early intervention? Absence of security? Availability of 

funding? 

– Commercial characteristics of the ‘failures’

• Ex post ransom demands? Plus ça change? Climate change?

– The wind-downs

• CVL substitution and why

– The counterfactuals

• CVAs v Pre-packs 


